A model for intracellular calcium signaling and the coordinate regulation of hormone biosynthesis, receptors and secretion.
A two-state model for the stimulus-induced nongraded response of a single cell is formulated. Individual metestrus gonadotropes stimulated with LHRH operate as a simple switch: either on or off. At a given concentration of stimulus some gonadotropes switch on, while others do not switch on, secretion. The probability of a gonadotrope being in the secretory state is enhanced with each increment of LHRH concentration. Individual gonadotropes in a secretory state are envisioned to decrease their number of LHRH receptors and to switch off LH biosynthesis. On the other hand, individual gonadotropes that are not in a secretory state are thought to increase their number of LHRH receptors and to switch on LH biosynthesis. The group of individuals in the population that have thresholds falling in the range of a given stimulus initiate secretion. And, the group of individuals in the population that have thresholds that fall above the range of a given stimulus do not initiate secretion. More remarkable is evidence that the cells that are protected from hormone secretion nevertheless respond with a set of intracellular signals and this provides a new perspective of how they switch on hormone biosynthesis and up-regulate the LHRH receptors. These changes are envisioned to reduce the threshold of an individual cell and accordingly to enhance the probability that the cell responds in the secretory state with the next stimulus. This scheme would appear to lead to automatic cycles of secretion and biosynthesis since an individual cell can occupy only one of two states at any time and occupancy of either state promotes change to the other. This may provide a solution to the problem of how an endocrine gland might reconcile differences in the time-course of hormone secretion which occurs rapidly and hormone biosynthesis that requires a longer period of time. Parenthetically, the model may also be adapted to the case where the vast majority of individuals in the population are generally subthreshold in relation to the physiological stimulus: such an adaption leads to interesting ways of viewing the mammalian reproductive cycle and the regulation of the preovulatory LH surge. A two-state model of the internal Ca2+ store is outlined here to stimulate thought on how the intracellular signals of each binary state may switch a variety of cellular responses either on or off. The model provides a new perspective on the coordinate regulation of hormone biosynthesis, receptors, and secretion that may be useful in the final reconciliation of population studies with insights about individual cells.